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Endure some pain to earn long term gain
COMPUTER
MONITOR

By
Richard
Morochove

sers of the two major small
business accounting packages in Canada are singing
a sad song, the ‘Don’t Convert Me
Blues.’ The 2008 versions of both
Simply Accounting from Sage and
Intuit’s QuickBooks represent a
big leap forward in technology that
has tripped up many unsuspecting
users converting from older versions. Some accounting and
reporting capabilities don’t work
as expected after the conversion to
the new 2008 versions.
Over the past few years
accounting software users have
been accustomed to small annual
upgrades, with improvements that
were largely cosmetic in nature.
That’s why these major 2008
upgrades come as a shock.
Both Sage and Intuit have
migrated to new, more powerful
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databases, the behind-the-scenes
engine which powers the
accounting applications. More
power in this case is a SQL (Structured Query Language) database,
though the developers use SQL
databases from different vendors.
Why is there a need for the new,
powerful databases? There’s a gap
in accounting software capabilities
between the small business which
requires just one or two accounting
users and the mid-sized business
which may have 50 or more users.
So the accounting software developers are setting the stage to better
support larger small businesses,
those with f ive, 10 and perhaps
even 20 users in the future.
The SQL databases are said to
perform better than their predecessors. This is particularly noticeable
with larger accounting databases
which store many transactions and
items.
All this doesn’t mean much for
a business which has just one
accounting user and isn’t likely to
grow significantly to require more.
These businesses may be perfectly
satisfied with the performance of
the heritage database and are loath
to go through the hassle of a data
conversion.
Who is most likely to suffer
conversion angst? Based upon
messages on the Can-AccTech
email discussion group I mod-

erate, small one-user businesses
which use vanilla settings in these
two accounting programs should
be able to work through the conversion relatively pain-free. However, it will probably require more
time than the usual annual
upgrade.
Businesses with multiple users
or those which have used some of
the extended capabilities of the
accounting applications, such as
special custom reports or connections to spreadsheets, may find the
conversion a much longer process,
fraught with complications. For
example, special reports may need
to be reconnected after the conversion to 2008.
Simply
Accounting
is
migrating from a Microsoft
Access database. While Access is
fine for single users, it isn’t robust
for multiple users by today’s standards. Even Microsoft is moving
away from Access to its own
flavour of a SQL database.
Sage is relying upon MySQL, a
big player in the Open Source
world. MySQL is the database
which powers many interactive
online web sites and blogs, such as
the popular WordPress. MySQL
AB, the maker of MySQL,
recently agreed to be acquired by
Sun Microsystems. The deal is
expected to close within a few
months.

Intuit is moving from a venerable home-grown database that’s
been used since the early years of
QuickBooks, in the 1990s. The
Canadian operation is following in
the footsteps of its U.S. parent
company, which made the move to
the new Sybase SQL database a
couple of years ago.
QuickBooks users who use the
foreign currency capability in
QuickBooks 2007 face a particularly diff icult decision. If they
move QuickBooks 2008 with the
new database, they’ll lose the foreign currency support. They can
remain on a version of QuickBooks using the old database to
retain the currency capability, but
then won’t receive the performance benefit of the SQL shift
This is more than a ‘stick in the
CD, click install and go for a
coffee’ upgrade. Please read the
software developer’s instructions
very carefully before you upgrade.
Many more updated details are
available online. The Sage Knowledgebase at kb.sagesoftwareonline.com has details about the
Simply Accounting 2008 issues.
You can find helpful information
about QuickBooks 2008 at knowledgebase.quickbooks.ca.
An accountant who wears both
belt and suspenders may want to
test a trial data conversion. Install
the updated accounting application

in another PC or a separate directory. Then convert and test the new
2008 accounting database. However, continue to use the 2007 version for production purposes until
you are certain that all your needs
are satisfied by the 2008 version.
Then and only then should you
commit to a second data conversion and go live for 2008.
Accountants who use working
papers applications to review and
make adjustments to clients’
accounting data may need to
upgrade their software.
For example, CaseWare has a
new Simply Accounting Export
Utility that’s required to work with
the 2008 data. The utility is a free
download for CaseWare Working
Papers users available from caseware.com.
In the end, I believe the switch
to more capable databases will be
worth it. However, accounting
software users will need to endure
some short-term pain before experiencing the long-term gain.

Richard Morochove, FCA, is president of the Toronto-based computer
consulting f irm, Morochove &
Associates Inc., serving accountants
and their clients. E-mail comments
to: bottomline@morochove.com.

Adjusted cost base service can save time, money
MICRO
MONITOR

By
Alan
Salmon

alculating an adjusted cost
base (ACB) for tax
reporting when an income
trust or closed-end fund is sold can
be a time-consuming and challenging task. A large percentage of
funds pay monthly distributions
that include an amount that is a
tax-deferred return of capital
(ROC). These ROC amounts
reduce the ACB of the investment
and must be accumulated to arrive
at the accurate ACB used to calculate the capital gain or loss upon
disposition.
ACB Tracking Inc. has developed a unique web-based, adjusted
cost based calculator that can save
accountants and financial advisors
time and aggravation when they
are preparing tax returns. The ACB
Tracking web site quickly calculates the adjusted cost bases of
income and royalty trusts, closedend funds, split share corporations,
and exchange traded funds.
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The company’s database has the
distribution and ROC data on over
700 income trusts and closed-end
funds, and they are adding new
funds as they are created. Data is
entered and checked within 24
hours after this information has
been released by each fund or
trust.
To do an ACB calculation you
enter the total number of fund or
trust units; the total buy and sell
settlement amounts, including
commission costs; and the settlement dates of the transactions. The
ACB Tracking Calculator then
automatically calculates the ACB
of the security, as well as the
resulting gain or loss and produces
a report.
Reports produced with each
calculation provide in summary
and detail form all transactions,
splits, consolidations, mergers,
and distributions as well as the
ACB of the position that has been
sold, the capital gain or loss, and
the ACB of the remaining position,
if any. The final product is a clear,
comprehensive PDF report that
details all of the return of capital
data used to arrive at the ACB and
the capital gain or loss of the position that has been sold.
A challenge for accountants
and financial advisors is the constantly changing trust and closedend world. In 2007, over 50 trusts
and closed-end funds were either
acquired or terminated, all of
which will require adjusted cost

base calculations. Many, such as
TransAlta Power, LP and Legacy
Hotels REIT were very widely
held among individual investors.
Most funds pay their distributions in cash. However, in order to
preserve cash, a fund may elect to
declare distributions in the form of
additional units of the fund and
then do an immediate unit consolidation.
While the distribution of units
is a taxable event as of the record
date of the distribution, the unit
holder receives no cash or additional units (thus the term
‘phantom’ distribution) however,
the ACB of the position is
increased by the amount of the
unit distribution. This is another
benefit of using the calculator, as
phantom distributions are often
missed.
Every year, beginning in midJanuary, income trusts, closed-end
funds, split shares and ETFs report
the previous year’s distribution
data, including return of capital
information. This information is
immediately entered into the ACB
Tracking database and registered
users can make use of the company’s Tracking Advise Service to
be alerted when the data becomes
available.
Two accountants in public practice were asked to review ACB
Tracking. Ray Desjardins, the
founding partner of Desjardins &
Company, a chartered accountant
in St. Paul, Alta. provided the fol-

lowing analysis:
“We track the ACB of our
clients’ income funds using a template in Jazz-It and we still
struggle as a result of the information we have to work with from the
brokerage firms. Not all brokerage
firms show the ACB adjustment
on trust distributions, and, even
those who do don’t record them on
a consistent basis during the same
periods.
So, each calculation involves
entering at least 12 distributions
and making an ACB adjustment
either from data supplied by the
brokerage firm, or, alternatively
making an estimate of our own.
That usually takes 15 to 20 minutes. At a technician rate of $75
per hour, that is from $18.75 to
$25 per ACB calculation. Since an
ACB report costs from $3 to
$8.50, depending on how many
you buy, this is a substantial
saving.”
On rare occasions, a trust or
fund will revise its distribution
information subsequent to initial
release. Consequently, a recalculation may be required to obtain an
accurate ACB. The name of the
trust and the date the revision
occurred is summarized in a table
that may be accessed through the
data revision summary tab. All
revised data is entered into the
database immediately upon its
receipt by ACB Tracking Inc., and
users will be advised of any material changes.

Even though income trusts are
being phased out, ACB Tracking is
not a one-year wonder and there
will still be a need for such a service in the future. This has been
dramatically conf irmed by the
number of trust takeovers (nearly
50) in 2007 that are being treated
as taxable dispositions. Furthermore, most REITS are currently
exempt for the change in taxation
of these products, and presumably
anyone selling an income trust
after the deadline will still need to
calculate an adjusted cost base for
the holding period before 2011.
John Shamash, a senior partner
in the 40-person Montreal CA
firm of Ruby Stein Wagner LLP
said: “The service is quick, accurate and not expensive. It avoids
the need for a detailed cost buildup schedule. This is a valuable tool
for any size firm that is responsible for client write-up and tax
return preparation.”
ACB Tracking is a unique niche
service that can save accounting
and financial advisory firms both
time and money.
Alan Salmon is the CEO of K2
Enterprise Canada, a North American consulting firm providing technology training to accountants. He is
also the chairman of the Accounting
Technology for the 21st Century
seminar series. He can be reached
at: asalmon @salmon.ca, or visit his
website at: www.salmon.ca

